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Synthetic Gene Networks That Count
Ari E. Friedland,1* Timothy K. Lu,1,2* Xiao Wang,1 David Shi,1
George Church,2,3 James J. Collins1†

Synthetic gene networks can be constructed to emulate digital circuits and devices, giving one the
ability to program and design cells with some of the principles of modern computing, such as
counting. A cellular counter would enable complex synthetic programming and a variety of
biotechnology applications. Here, we report two complementary synthetic genetic counters in
Escherichia coli that can count up to three induction events: the first, a riboregulated
transcriptional cascade, and the second, a recombinase-based cascade of memory units. These
modular devices permit counting of varied user-defined inputs over a range of frequencies and can
be expanded to count higher numbers.

Acounter is a key component in digital
circuits and computing that retains mem-
ory of events or objects, representing

each number of such as a distinct state. Counters
would also be useful in cells, which often must
have accurate accounting of tightly controlled
processes or biomolecules to effectively maintain
metabolism and growth. Counting mechanisms
have been reportedly found in telomere length
regulation (1, 2) and cell aggregation (3). These
system behaviors appear to be the result of a
threshold effect in which some critical molecule
number or density must be reached for the ob-
served phenotypic change.

In this study, we first developed a counter,
termed the riboregulated transcriptional cascade
(RTC) counter, which is based on a transcriptional
cascade with additional translational regulation.
Two such cascades are illustrated in Fig. 1, A and
C that can count up to two and three, respectively
(hence, the designations RTC two-counter and
RTC three-counter). For the RTC two-counter, the
constitutive promoter PLtet0-1 drives transcription
of T7 RNA polymerase (RNAP), whose protein
binds the T7 promoter and transcribes the down-
stream gene, in this case, green fluorescent
protein (GFP). Both genes are additionally regu-
lated by riboregulators (4), whose cis and trans

elements silence and activate posttranscriptional
gene expression, respectively. The cis-repressor
sequence [cr in Fig. 1] is placed between the
transcription start site and the ribosome-binding
site (RBS), and its complementarity with the
RBS causes a stem-loop structure to form upon
transcription. This secondary structure prevents
binding of the 30S ribosomal subunit to the RBS,
which inhibits translation. A short, transactivat-
ing, noncoding RNA (taRNA), driven by the arab-
inose promoter PBAD, binds to the cis repressor in
trans, which relieves RBS repression and allows
translation. With this riboregulation, each node
(i.e., gene) in the cascade requires both inde-
pendent transcription and translation for protein
expression. This cascade is able to count brief
arabinose pulses [for pulse definition, see (5)] by
expressing a different protein in response to each
pulse (Fig. 1A). With cis-repressed T7 RNAP
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Fig. 1. The RTC two-counter and
RTC three-counter construct designs
and results. (A) The RTC two-counter
is a transcriptional cascade with two
nodes. Shown at the bottom are
expected expression profiles after
zero, one, and two arabinose (Ara)
pulses. (B) Mean fluorescence of
three replicates of RTC two-counter
cell populations over time,measured
by a flow cytometer. Shaded areas
represent arabinose pulse duration.
(C) The RTC three-counter is a tran-
scriptional cascade with three nodes.
Shown at the bottom are expected
expression profiles after zero, one,
two, and three arabinose pulses. (D)
Mean fluorescence of three repli-
cates of RTC three-counter cell pop-
ulations over time, measured by a
flow cytometer. Shaded areas repre-
sent arabinose pulse duration.
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mRNAs in the cell, the first pulse of arabinose
drives a short burst of taRNA production and,
consequently, expression of T7 RNAP proteins.
After the pulse is delivered, arabinose is removed
from the cell environment, intracellular arabinose
and taRNA are metabolized, and expression of
T7 RNAP protein halts. The T7 RNAP proteins
that have been translated then transcribe cis-
repressed GFP transcripts, but few GFP proteins
are made until the next arabinose pulse is de-
livered and translation is once again activated.

We built the RTC two-counter construct on
a high-copy plasmid and transformed it into
Escherichia coli strain K-12pro (5). Cells con-
taining this construct were pulsed with the inducer
arabinose, and fluorescence was measured over
time (Fig. 1B). Uninduced cells show no increase
in mean fluorescence, whereas cells that
received either the first or second pulse show
only small increases, indicating some degree of
leakage—an effect in which the intended protein
is expressed in each arabinose pulse, but also
some unintended, downstream proteins are
expressed as well. Cells that received both
arabinose pulses show a substantial increase in
fluorescence when the second pulse is delivered,
precisely when the cells are expected to express
GFP proteins.

To extend the RTC counter’s capability to
count to three, we built a second synthetic con-
struct, the RTC three-counter, again with GFP as

the quantitative readout. It is similar to the RTC
two-counter but has three nodes in the cascade
instead of two (Fig. 1C). T7 RNAP is the gene at
the first node driving transcription of T3 RNAP,
which ultimately drives transcription of GFP.
All transcripts are likewise cis-repressed with
the same riboregulator sequence. When pulsed
with arabinose, this counter should primarily
produce T7 RNAP proteins during the first
pulse, T3 RNAP proteins during the second
pulse, and GFP proteins during the third pulse
(Fig. 1C).

Experimental results demonstrate that fluo-
rescence increases substantially only when all
three arabinose pulses are delivered (Fig. 1D).
Flow cytometry measurements show this in-
crease beginning at precisely the time of the third
pulse, and the considerable slope at this juncture
suggests that cells contain a high concentration of
cis-repressed GFP transcripts ready for trans-
activation. The data also reveal slight leakage in
cells that are pulsed only once or twice, but their
fluorescence remains comparatively low.This result,
in combination with the RTC two-counter evi-
dence, shows that the temporal progression of
RNA and protein species logically predicted by
the counter network architecture is indeed respon-
sible for the observed effect.

To further support these results, we constructed
and analyzed a mathematical model based on the
design of the RTC two-counter and three-counter

constructs. This model, with fitted parameters [see
section 6 of (5)], was able to match both the RTC
two-counter and three-counter experimental re-
sults (Fig. 2, A and B). We used the model to
investigate the effects of pulse frequency and
pulse length on the performance of the RTC three-
counter and to guide our experimental search for
optimal combinations. The mathematical model
predictions, shown as contour lines in Fig. 2C,
indicate that maximum expression occurs with
pulse lengths of ~20 to 30min and pulse intervals
of 10 to 40 min. The absolute difference in
fluorescence after three pulses and two pulses is
shown in Fig. 2D, with optimal counting be-
havior requiring similar pulse length and interval
combinations noted above.

Experimentally, we sampled various pulse
lengths and intervals, plotting these results as
circles in Fig. 2, C and D. These results are con-
sistent with the model predictions across a wide
range of temporal conditions, and they confirm
that the RTC three-counter has a sizable temporal
region in which its counting behavior is robust.
Within this region, the counter is also capable of
counting irregular pulses; for example, it is able
to distinguish between two short pulses followed
by a long pulse and two long pulses, as predicted
by the model (fig. S5). However, as indicated in
Fig. 2, when pulse length or frequency is either
too high or low, the RTC three-counter is unable
to count properly, presumably because of the

Fig. 2. Modeling predictions and
RTC three-counter experimental
characterization. (A) A model with
fitted parameters captures the
salient features of the normalized
fluorescence results of the RTC two-
counter. (B) An expanded model,
againwith fittedparameters,matches
the normalized fluorescence results
of the RTC three-counter. (C) On the
basis of parameters fitted in (B),
the model predicts expression out-
put of the RTC three-counter (N)
across a range of pulse lengths and
intervals, and these calculations
were used to generate the colored
contour lines. Solid circles repre-
sent experimental results, with both
color and size of circles indicating
the level of expression. (D) Similar
to (C), except that values shown are
the difference in expression out-
put after three (N) pulses and two
(N − 1) pulses.
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intrinsic kinetic limits of the biochemical pro-
cesses involved, such as transcription andmRNA
degradation.

Our second counter design, termed the DNA
invertase cascade (DIC) counter, was built by
chaining together modular DNA-based counting
units (Fig. 3A). The DIC counter uses recom-
binases, such as Cre and flpe (6), which can
invert DNA between two oppositely oriented
cognate recognition sites, such as loxP and flpe-
recombination target (FRT) sites, respectively.
Recombinases have been used for numerous ap-
plications, including the creation of gene knock-
outs and inducible expression systems (7, 8). In
our counter design, each recombinase gene (rec)
is downstream of an inverted promoter (Pinv),
fused to an ssrA tag that causes rapid protein
degradation (9), and followed by a transcrip-
tional terminator (Term) (fig. S7). The Pinv-rec-
ssrA-Term DNA sequences are placed between
forward and reverse recombinase recognition
sites (Rf and Rr) (fig. S7), forming a single
counting unit that we have named a single in-
vertase memory module (SIMM) (Fig. 3A and
fig. S7). Upon expression of recombinase by
an upstream promoter, the entire SIMM is
inverted between the recognition sites. Because
the recombinase gene is inverted with respect to
the upstream promoter, further expression of
recombinase protein ceases, and DNA orienta-
tion is fixed.

We developed a single-inducer DIC two-
counter (fig. S8) and three-counter (Fig. 3A and
fig. S9), which are composed of one and two
SIMMs, respectively, and placed them on
pBAC plasmids that are maintained as single-
copy episomes (10). These circuits utilize
PBAD, so that pulses of arabinose constitute
inputs to the circuit. Each pulse of arabinose
results in promoter activation and expression of
the next recombinase in the cascade, which
then inverts the SIMM in which it is located.
This allows the inverted promoter contained
within that SIMM to be placed in a forward
orientation to drive expression of the next
SIMM stage. The single-inducer DIC two-
counter shows high GFP output after two pulses
of arabinose but only low GFP output after one
pulse of arabinose, which shows that a single
SIMM can be inverted to count events (fig. S11).
In the single-inducer DIC three-counter, some
premature flipping of the Cre recombinase–
based SIMM did occur, which resulted in a small
amount of leakage, e.g., fluorescence increased
after only two arabinose pulses (Fig. 3B and
fig. S12). However, this leakage was small com-
pared with the high GFP output exhibited in
response to three pulses of arabinose (Fig. 3B).
In order to probe the temporal characteristics
of the single-inducer DIC three-counter, we
varied the pulse lengths and intervals, calculat-
ing the ratio of GFP output for cells exposed to

three, versus two, pulses of arabinose (Fig. 3C).
This ratio was at least 1.5 for most conditions
tested, which demonstrated that the single-
inducer DIC three-counter is able to successfully
count pulses whose lengths and intervals range
from 2 to 12 hours (Fig. 3C).

We also developed a multiple-inducer DIC
three-counter by replacing the PBAD promoters in
the single-inducer DIC three-counter with the
inducible promoters PLtet0-1, PBAD, and PA1lacO
(Fig. 4A and fig. S10). These promoters respond
to anhydrotetracycline (aTc), arabinose, and iso-
propyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), respec-
tively (Fig. 4A). When exposed to aTc followed
by arabinose, followed by IPTG, the multiple-
inducer DIC three-counter produced a high GFP
output (Fig. 4B). No other permutations of the
three inducers produced a high output, although
some did exhibit a small amount of leakage (Fig.
4, C and D). These results demonstrate that the
circuit can be programmed to record only a de-
sired sequence of events.

We have constructed and validated two com-
plementary designs for synthetic counters that
operate across a range of time scales. These
counters are both highly modular and capable of
functioning with multiple inducer-promoter
pairs. In addition, the architectures of both
counters allow for the tunable output expression
of different protein species of interest at any
number (up to three are shown) in the counting

Fig. 3. The single-inducer DIC three-counter construct design and
results. (A) The single-inducer DIC three-counter is built by
cascading SIMMs. (B) Mean fluorescence of single-inducer DIC
three-counter cell populations over time, measured by a flow
cytometer. Shaded areas represent arabinose pulse duration. (C) GFP fluorescence ratios
between the single-inducer DIC three-counter exposed to three pulses of arabinose (N)
versus two pulses of arabinose (N – 1) with varying arabinose pulse lengths and intervals;
experimental results are represented by black dots.
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process. Our constructs were built to count up to
three events, but they both should be extensible
with the use of other unique polymerases or
recombinases, of which many are known (5). In
addition to these shared qualities, each counter
comes with its own set of properties. Our RTC
counters demonstrate fast activation because of
transcriptional and translational regulatory ele-
ments, which makes them useful for counting
cellular events on the time scale of cell division.
The DIC counters operate on time scales of
hours (fig. S13) as a result of DNA recombina-
tion dynamics (11), and they are built with a
novel SIMM design that retains counter state
based on DNA orientation.

Synthetic gene circuits have enlarged the
molecular tool set available to bioengineers
and molecular biologists (4, 12–24) and have
enabled them to program novel cellular behav-
iors (25–27) and to construct therapeutic agents
(28, 29). Our synthetic counters represent
complementary designs that can be used in
different settings for a variety of purposes
across a range of time scales. For example, if
inputs to our RTC counter were coupled to the
cell cycle, one might program cell death to oc-
cur after a user-defined number of cell divi-
sions as a safety mechanism in engineered
strains used for biosensing, bioremediation, or
medical purposes. In addition, the multiple-
inducer DIC counter might be used to study

sequential events that occur in settings such as
developmental biology and gene cascades; the
single-inducer DIC counter could record events
encountered in its environment (e.g., for bio-
sensing); and our SIMM design could be used
in other synthetic circuits to maintain genetic
memory of low-frequency events, for therapeu-
tic or other applications, such as studying neural
circuits.
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Fig. 4. The multiple-inducer DIC three-counter construct design and results.
(A) The multiple-inducer DIC three-counter is similar to the single-inducer DIC
three-counter in Fig. 3, except that each promoter is a unique inducible
promoter: PLtet0-1, PBAD, and PA1lacO. These promoters respond to aTc,
arabinose, and IPTG, respectively. (B) Mean fluorescence of multiple-inducer
DIC three-counter cell populations over time, measured by a flow cytometer.

Colored areas represent the durations of consecutive inducer pulses. (C) Flow
cytometry population data showing the multiple-inducer DIC three-counter
when exposed to the desired sequence of three inducers and to single inducers
only. (D) Flow cytometry population data showing the multiple-inducer DIC
three-counter when exposed to the desired sequence of three inducers and to
all pairwise permutations of inducers.
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Authors’ Contributions 

AEF and JJC designed the RTC counters; AEF built and tested the RTC counters, with 

assistance from DS; XW conducted all of the modeling work; TKL, JJC and GC designed 

the DIC counters; TKL built and tested the DIC counters and contributed to building the 

RTC counters; AEF, TKL, XW, DS, GC and JJC analyzed the data and wrote the paper. 

 

Materials and Methods 

1. RTC Counter Plasmid Construction 

RTC Counter plasmids were constructed using basic molecular cloning techniques (S1). 

New England Biolab’s restriction endonucleases, T4 DNA Ligase, and Taq Polymerase 

were used as well as Invitrogen’s PCR SuperMix High Fidelity.  PCRs were carried out 

with an MJ Research PTC-200 Peltier Thermal Cycler. Synthetic oligonucleotides were 

made by Integrated DNA Technologies. For cloning, plasmids were transformed into E. 

coli strain DH5α (F- φ80lacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169 deoR recA1 endA1 



 

 

hsdR17(rk
-, mk

+) phoA supE44 thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 λ-) with a standard heat shock 

protocol (S1), and isolated with Qiagen QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kits.  Plasmid 

modifications were confirmed by restriction digests and sequencing by Agencourt.  

 

2. RTC Counter Plasmid Design 

Two plasmids – the RTC 2-Counter (Fig. S1) and RTC 3-Counter (Fig. S2) – were made, 

both derived from the riboregulator vector pZER21Y12α12G reported by Isaacs et al. (4), 

itself based strongly on the Lutz and Bujard pZE21 expression vector (S2). These contain 

kanamycin resistance, ColE1 origin of replication, the PBAD promoter driving 

transcription of taRNA version taR12 (4), and the PLtet0-1 promoter. Both constructs were 

modified to have the PLtet0-1 promoter driving transcription of T7 RNA polymerase 

(NCBI Accession NC_001604.1). For the RTC 2-Counter construct, there is also the T7 

promoter (TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGA) driving transcription of GFPmut3b; 

for the RTC 3-Counter construct, the T7 promoter drives transcription of T3 RNA 

polymerase (NCBI Accession NC_003298.1). The RTC 3-Counter additionally contains 

the T3 promoter 14.3m (ATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGAGA) (S3), which drives 

transcription of GFPmut3b. All genes used in these constructs were engineered with the 

crR12 cis-repressor sequence upstream of the RBS (4). All promoters were paired with 

appropriate transcription terminators:  PBAD with the E. coli rrnB terminator, PLtet0-1 with 

the E. coli terminator T1 (of the rrnB terminator), PT7 with T7 transcription terminator 

Tphi, and PT3 with T3 transcription terminator Tphi.       

 

3. RTC Counter Experimental Conditions 



 

 

All experiments were conducted with the E. coli K-12pro strain (F+, PN25/tetR, Placiq/lacI, 

Spr). For both the RTC 2-Counter and 3-Counter experiments, cells containing the 

counting vector were grown overnight in a Luria-Bertani (DIFCO) medium containing 30 

μg/mL kanamycin, then diluted 1:100 and grown between 5 and 6.5 hours to an OD 

between 1.1 and 1.6 before being aliquoted into clear-bottom 24-well assay plates, 1mL 

per well. For the 2-Counter data shown in Figs. 1B and S3A, cells pulsed with arabinose 

had arabinose added to their wells for a final concentration of 0.001% at 0 minutes 

(immediately following the aliquot) and/or at 50 minutes. Pulses were left in the media 

for 10 minutes before cells were transferred into 1.5 mL tubes and spun for 1 minute at 

8,000 rpm. Media was aspirated out of these tubes, and cells were resuspended in fresh 

media and transferred back to the plate. The 3-Counter experiments had 0.01% (final 

concentration) arabinose pulses delivered at varying times. All cells in 24-well plates 

were maintained at 37oC throughout the course of the experiments, with shaking in 

between measurements. Experiments were performed in triplicate, and all data points 

shown are the mean values of these replicates.  

 

4. RTC Counter Flow Cytometer Measurements 

Data for Figs. 1B and 1D were collected with a Becton Dickinson FACSCalibur flow 

cytometer.  Fluorescence was calibrated with Calibrite Beads (Becton Dickinson) and 

measured with a 488-nm argon laser excitation and a 515-nm to 545-nm emission filter. 

At each time point, 8 μL of cells were taken from the plate wells and diluted into 1 mL of 

filtered PBS, pH 7.2.  Mean fluorescence measurements were calculated by BD 



 

 

Biosciences’ Cellquest Pro software, from samples containing at least 100,000 cells.  No 

filters or gates were used on the cell populations.           

 

5. RTC Counter Spectrophotometer Measurements 

Data for Fig. S3 was collected with a Tecan SPECTRAFluor Plus spectrophotometer. 

Excitation and emission wavelengths were 485nm and 535nm, respectively, with a fixed 

gain set at 40.  

 

6. RTC Counter Mathematical Modeling 

Mathematical modeling was used to verify the logic-based predictions of our design, to 

investigate the effects of pulse frequency and pulse length on the performance of the RTC 

counters, and to explore the possibility of counting to higher numbers. We used ordinary 

differential equations (ODE) to describe the temporal trajectories of population averages 

for all biochemical species. Stochastic modeling was not included because of the 

population homogeneity demonstrated in Fig. S4.  Details for the modeling of each of the 

two constructs are explained in the sections below. 

 

6.1. The RTC 2-Counter Model  

Based on the design of the RTC 2-Counter, we approximated the system dynamics using 

the following biochemical reactions: 

 _

_

s taRNA

d taRNA
taRNAφ  (1) 

 0 _ 7

_ 7
7s mT

d mT
mT crφ  (2) 



 

 

 _

_

s GmRNA

d mGFP
mGFPcrφ  (3) 

 1

1
7 7kf

kb
mT cr taRNA mT+  (4) 

 2

2

kf

kb
mGFPcr taRNA mGFP+  (5) 

   mT 7 sT 7⎯ →⎯ mT7 + pT 7  (6) 

  mGFP sGFP⎯ →⎯⎯ mGFP + pGFP  (7) 

 pT 7 d _ pT 7⎯ →⎯⎯ φ  (8) 

 pGFP d _ pGFP⎯ →⎯⎯⎯φ  (9) 

where Eqs. (1)-(3) represent the synthesis and degradation of trans-activator (taRNA), T7 

RNA polymerase transcripts in cis-repressed form (mT7cr), and GFP transcripts in cis-

repressed form (mGFPcr), respectively. Transcripts in cis-repressed form are indicated 

by “cr”.  Kinetic parameters are as indicated in the equations. Eqs. (4) and (5) represent 

the binding of taRNA with mT7cr and mGFPcr so that the transcripts can be translated; 

these repression-relieved transcripts are denoted as mT7 and mGFP.  Eqs. (6) and (7) 

represent the translations of mT7 and mGFP, respectively, with pT7 and pGFP as 

notations for these two proteins. Finally, Eqs. (8) and (9) represent the degradation of 

proteins. As shown in Fig. 2A of the main text, these biochemical reactions were 

sufficient to describe the system dynamics with high accuracy. 

 

Based on these reactions, we wrote down the differential equations that describe the 

temporal evolution of all the species. Some of the parameters in the biochemical reactions 

are lumped parameters that are expanded to their explicit forms in the differential 

equations. The notations for all chemical species in this model (and the RTC 3-Counter 



 

 

model) are simplified and listed in Table S1, with all parameter values listed in Table S2. 

The square brackets in these equations indicate chemical species concentration. Because 

the fluorescence data to which we directly fit the model (see below for details) have 

arbitrary units, GFP protein concentrations in the model are considered nondimensional. 

All other parameter values, except for degradation rates (min-1) and k_ara (concentration), 

are nondimensional as well. The following five equations were used to capture the 

temporal dynamics of the system: 

 

 
  

d[taRNA]
dt

= sT
[ara]

[ara]+ k _ ara
+ s0 _ taRNA− d _ taRNA ⋅[taRNA]  (10) 

 
  

d[mT 7cr]
dt

= s0_ mT 7cr − d _ mT 7cr ⋅[mT 7cr]  (11) 

 
  

d[ pT 7]
dt

= s0 _ pT 7 ⋅[mT 7cr]+ s _ pT7k ⋅[taRNA] ⋅[mT 7cr]− d _ pT 7 ⋅[ pT 7]  (12) 

 
  

d[mGFPcr]
dt

= s0 _ mGFPcr + k _ pT 7 ⋅
[ pT7]n

km7n + [ pT 7]n − d _ mGFP ⋅[mGFPcr]  (13) 

 

  

d[ pGFP]
dt

= s0 _ pGFP ⋅[mGFPcr]+ s _ pGFPk ⋅[taRNA] ⋅[mGFPcr]

−d _ pGFP ⋅[ pGFP]
 (14) 

 

where on the right-hand side of Eq. (10), taRNA synthesis rate has two parts: the first part 

(sT*[ara]/([ara]+kara)) represents the synthesis rate induced by arabinose and the 

second part (s0_taRNA) represents the basal production rate without any induction,. To 

simplify the system, we assumed that the arabinose induction effect has a Hill function 

form with a Hill coefficient equal to 1. The third term of Eq. (10) represents taRNA 



 

 

degradation using a simple exponential decay with rate d_taRNA.  In Eq. (11), cis-

repressed T7 RNA polymerase transcripts (mT7cr) are constitutively expressed, with a 

constant production rate (s0_mT7cr) and exponential decay. Similarly, in Eq. (12), T7 

RNA polymerase protein synthesis rate has two parts: s0_pT7*[mT7cr] represents the 

translation rate of mT7cr without taRNA binding, and s_pT7k*[taRNA]*[mT7cr] 

represents the translation rate of mT7cr with taRNA binding. Here we assumed that 

taRNA binding and dissociation with mRNA [Eqs. (4) and (5)] have a much faster time 

scale than other reactions and reach equilibrium instantly. Thus, the parameter s_pT7k, 

for example, is also a lumped parameter with information about the binding reaction in 

Eq. (4) included. In Eq. (13), GFP mRNA synthesis depends on the basal transcription 

rate and on T7 RNA polymerase protein abundance. We used a general Hill function to 

describe this dependency: k_pT7*[pT7]n/([pT7]n+[km7]n), where n accounts for any type 

of cooperativity caused by T7 RNA polymerase activation. In Eq. (14), GFP protein 

dynamics parallel that of the T7 RNA polymerase protein in Eq. (12). 

 

6.2. Extension to the RTC 3-Counter 

The RTC 3-Counter construct is similar to the RTC 2-Counter in design and topology 

(Fig. 1C of main text), and they have a number of components in common. So for the 

RTC 3-Counter model we used many of the same equations used for the RTC 2-Counter 

model. Besides the reactions in Eqs. (1)-(9), there are four additional reactions: 

 

 _ 3

_ 3
3s T mRNA

d mT
mT crφ  (15) 

 1

1
3 3kf

kb
mT cr taRNA mT+  (16) 



 

 

 33 3 3sTmT mT pT⎯⎯→ +  (17) 

 _ 33 d pTpT φ⎯⎯⎯→  (18) 

 

where Eq. (15) represents the synthesis and degradation of cis-repressed T3 RNA 

polymerase transcripts (mT3cr) and Eq. (16) represents the binding of taRNA with mT3cr. 

Eqs. (17) and (18) represent translation and degradation of T3 RNA polymerase protein, 

respectively. The differential equations describing the RTC 3-Counter construct are 

similar to the RTC 2-Counter differential equations, except Eq. (13) changes to: 

 

 
  

d[mGFPcr]
dt

= s0_ mGFPcr + k _ pT 3 ⋅
[ pT3]n

km3n + [ pT 3]n − d _ mGFP ⋅[mGFPcr]  (19) 

 

and the following two equations are added: 

 

  

d[mT3cr]
dt

= s0 _ mT 3cr + k _ pT 7 ⋅
[ pT 7]n

km7n + [ pT 7]n − d _ mT 3 ⋅[mT 3cr]  (20) 

 
  

d[ pT3]
dt

= s0 _ pT3 ⋅[mT 3cr]+ s _ pT 3k ⋅[taRNA] ⋅[mT 3cr]− d _ pT 3 ⋅[mT3cr]  (21) 

 

Eqs. (20) and (21) describe the change of T3 RNA polymerase transcripts and proteins 

over time. They have the same forms as Eqs. (13) and  (14), respectively, with similar 

parameter implications.   

 

6.3. RTC Counter Arabinose Induction 



 

 

Different counter strains were induced by different numbers of external arabinose pulses 

to test and verify the counting behavior. To account for the arabinose pulse dynamics, we 

modeled it with two differential equations. The first equation describes arabinose when it 

is present in the medium:    

 
d[ara]

dt
= −cAra  (22) 

This represents a constant consumption rate of arabinose, when it is present in abundance. 

The second equation describes arabinose after the cells have been spun and resuspended 

in arabinose-free media. The leftover, mainly intracellular arabinose is modeled as an 

exponentially decaying chemical species: 

 
  

d[ara]
dt

= −dAra ⋅[ara]  (23) 

In the simulations, Eqs. (22) and (23) were used alternately so as to be consistent with  

actual experimental conditions. 

 

6.4. RTC Counter Fitting of Experimental Data 

Matlab function lsqcurvefit was used to narrow down the model parameters by fitting the 

model equations to experimental measurements. The parameter set that resulted in the 

optimal data fitting among two hundred runs was chosen as the set for Fig. 2 of the main 

text, with fluorescence levels of uninduced samples subtracted from all other 

experimental data. Parameters values used for these figures are listed in Table S2. The 

experimental arabinose doses used in the RTC 3-Counter experiments were ten-fold 

higher than those in the RTC 2-Counter experiments; thus parameters k_ara and cAra 



 

 

were adjusted ten-fold higher (as written in Table S2) for the RTC 3-Counter model to 

match the experimental results. 

 

 

7. DIC Counter Plasmid Construction 

DIC Counter plasmids were constructed using basic molecular cloning techniques (S1). 

New England Biolab’s restriction endonucleases, T4 DNA Ligase, and NEB’s Phusion 

PCR kits were used. PCRs were carried out with an MJ Research PTC-200 Peltier 

Thermal Cycler. Synthetic oligonucleotides were made by Integrated DNA Technologies. 

Single-inducer DIC Counter plasmids were transformed into E. coli strain DH5α (F- 

φ80lacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169 deoR recA1 endA1 hsdR17(rk
-, mk

+) phoA supE44 

thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 λ-).   Multiple-inducer DIC Counter plasmids were transformed into 

E. coli strain DH5αPRO (F- φ80lacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169 deoR recA1 endA1 

hsdR17(rk
-, mk

+) phoA supE44 thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 λ- , PN25/tetR, Placiq/lacI, Spr). 

Transformations were carried out using standard electroporation protocols (S1) and 

isolated with Qiagen QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kits.  Plasmid modifications were 

confirmed by restriction digests.  

 

8. DIC Counter Plasmid Design 

The single-inducer DIC 2-Counter (Fig. S8) and 3-Counter (Fig. S9) and multiple-

inducer DIC 3-Counter (Fig. S10) were based on the single-copy pBAC platform (9). 

pBAC-lacZ (Addgene plasmid 13422) was obtained from Addgene (Cambridge, MA).  

We cloned all components for the DIC Counters in between ScaI and PciI restriction sites 



 

 

in pBAC-lacZ.  Custom sequences, including recombinase recognition sites, were 

constructed using sequential PCR with DNA obtained from Integrated DNA 

Technologies (Coralville, IA). Promoters PLtet0-1 and PA1lacO and terminators were 

obtained from Ref. S2, while PBAD was obtained from Ref. 4. The cre gene was obtained 

from Ref. 20. The flpe gene was derived from pCAG-Flpe (Addgene plasmid 13787) and 

based on Ref. S4. The ribosome-binding sequences used in each stage were derived from 

Ref. 12, while ssrA-based degradation tags were designed according to Ref. S5. 

 

9. DIC Counter Experimental Conditions 

All experiments were performed in Luria-Bertani media containing 30 μg/mL kanamycin. 

Prior to performing flow cytometer measurements on the DIC Counters, cells were grown 

overnight. To initiate experiments, cells were diluted 1:2000 in fresh media and grown at 

37˚C and 300 rpm with inducers as indicated in the specific figures. Inducer 

concentrations were anhydrotetracycline = 700 ng/mL, arabinose = 0.1%, and IPTG = 10 

mM except for Fig. 4B in which anhydrotetracycline = 100 ng/mL, arabinose = 10-3%, 

and IPTG = 10 mM. At all inducer transitions (i.e., transitions from media with inducer to 

media without inducer, transitions from media without inducer to media with inducer, or 

transitions from media with one inducer to media with another inducer), cells were 

diluted 1:2000 in fresh media. Only in Fig. 3C with pulse intervals 2h and 4h were cells 

not diluted 1:2000 in fresh media for transitions from media without inducer to media 

with inducer due to low optical density of the cultures. Instead, inducer was added 

directly to the media; however, cells were still diluted 1:2000 in fresh media for 

transitions from media with inducer to media without inducer. 



 

 

 

10. DIC Counter Flow Cytometer Measurements 

Data for Figs. 3, 4, S11, S12, and S13 were collected with a Becton Dickinson 

FACSCalibur flow cytometer. Fluorescence was calibrated with Calibrite Beads (Becton 

Dickinson) and measured with a 488-nm argon laser excitation and a 515-nm to 545-nm 

emission filter. Before analysis, cells were diluted in sterile phosphate-buffered saline. 

Becton Dickinson Calibrite Beads were used for instrument calibration. 50,000 cells were 

collected for each sample, gated to ensure consistency between samples, and processed 

with MATLAB to calculate mean fluorescence data points (Mathworks, Natick, MA). 

 

SOM Text 

 

1. RTC Counter Characteristics and Improvements 

1.1. Whole Population Measurements  

To verify the counting behavior, we also analyzed the RTC 2-Counter and the RTC 3-

Counter with a spectrophotometer, which measures the total fluorescence in a given cell 

population. These spectrophotometer results (Figs. S3A and S3B) corroborate the data 

from the flow cytometer (Figs. 1B and 1D).  In the case of the RTC 2-Counter (Fig. S3A), 

the uninduced population similarly shows no increase in fluorescence, while populations 

that received either the first or the second arabinose pulse exhibit only some fluorescence. 

Cells that receive both pulses show a striking increase in fluorescence at 50 minutes, 

validating our design. The spectrophotometer measurements of the RTC 3-Counter reveal 



 

 

a similar corroboration, in which only cells that are pulsed three times respond with sharp 

increases in fluorescence.  

 

Flow cytometer and spectrophotometer data sets do diverge qualitatively, where flow 

cytometer measurements exhibit a peak in fluorescence and then decrease whereas 

spectrophotometer measurements exhibit a fluorescence plateau. The decrease is likely 

due to external factors such as cell division (S6), and is revealed in single-cell 

measurements of the flow cytometer. This effect is not seen in the spectrophotometer, 

where measurements are made on whole populations. Data presented in Figs. S3A and 

S3B are the mean of three replicates, and smoothed with a rolling window average.   

 

1.2. Flow Cytometry Population Analysis 

The data presented in Figs. 1B and 1D are mean fluorescence values of RTC counter cell 

populations, measured by a flow cytometer. In Fig. S4, we show the fluorescence profile 

of the entire RTC 3-Counter population when it is uninduced, after the second pulse, and 

after the third pulse. It is clear that the entire population shifts homogeneously following 

induction, with the greatest shift occurring as a result of the third pulse.  

 

1.3. Verification of Discrete Counting 

To verify that the counting response is driven by discrete induction pulses and not simply 

a summation of induction length, we took a fixed total length of induction and split it into 

two and three pulses. RTC 3-Counter cells were either given two short pulses followed 

by a long pulse or two long pulses, with total induction time equal for both sets of cells 



 

 

(Fig. S5 inset). It can be seen in Fig. S5 that cells receiving three pulses (blue) generate 

significantly more GFP than cells receiving two pulses (red), demonstrating a true 

counting mechanism and not simply a summing effect. This supports our claim that the 

counter is able to distinguish between different numbers of pulses, even when total 

induction time is held constant. Additionally, our mathematical model accurately 

predicted the experimental results for both scenarios. 

 

 

1.4. Higher Number Counters 

To investigate the possibility of expanding our design to count higher numbers, we 

hypothetically expanded our system using mathematical modeling. We added extra genes 

to the cascade, each one an RNA polymerase whose downstream promoter regulates the 

transcription of the gene at the next node. We modeled cascades with up to ten nodes; in 

each case the first node is T7 RNA polymerase, the last node is GFP, and all nodes in 

between are polymerases with exactly the same kinetic properties as T3 RNA polymerase. 

With two additional differential equations for each node, we use mathematical modeling 

to predict the behavior of these higher number counters by comparing the fluorescence 

readout of n, n-1, and n-2 arabinose pulses for each n-node counter. As shown in Fig. 

S6A, the red line is the fluorescence result of n pulses, the green line of n-1 pulses, and 

the blue line n-2 pulses.  It can be seen that the absolute difference in fluorescence levels 

between n and n-1 pulses increases with cascade length, suggesting the design can better 

distinguish different numbers of pulses as it is extended. Additionally, all three lines 



 

 

increase as the construct is extended, due to signal propagation and the accumulation of 

long-lived proteins as more pulses are delivered.  

 

This predicted accumulation effect results in the failure of this system to perform 

digitally as n increases, with ones and zeros no longer represented by high and low 

protein concentrations. However, by examining the temporal dynamics of all the 

chemical species in the cascades, we identified that it is the long half-life of GFP protein 

that causes the signal increase after n-1 and n-2 pulses. Figure S6B is the predicted 

counter output in which GFP protein has its half-life shortened to 8 minutes instead of the 

231 minute half life used for Fig. S6A.  Figure S6B illustrates that when the final output 

protein has a shortened half-life, the counter performance is remarkably robust as n 

increases. Counting from 2 to 10, output from n pulses increases almost exponentially 

while output from n-1 and n-2 pulses increases only marginally.  

 

If shortening the final protein’s half-life is not possible or desirable, an alternative 

method for digitizing the output signal would be to couple the counter to a toggle switch 

(12). By placing one of the toggle repressor proteins at the final node of the counter 

cascade, it would be possible to flip a toggle from one state to the other with expression 

from the counter. The sharp and tunable switching threshold of a toggle switch may be 

used to filter out counter leakage due to n-1 or n-2 pulses, switching states only when n 

pulses produces a concentration of repressor proteins in excess of the switching threshold. 

 

2. Extending the DIC Counter 



 

 

Each of our individual counting units requires only a single recombinase whereas the 

protein-based toggle switch utilizes two proteins (12). This allows our design to be 

extendable in a modular fashion using >100 identified recombinases to count to higher 

numbers (6). Recombinases can also be mutagenized to have altered site preferences or 

thermostabilities, allowing for increased diversity to create synthetic gene circuits. The 

availability of additional recombinases enables the DIC counter to be extended more 

readily than other systems that require rarer or more specialized components. 

 

3. RTC and DIC Counter Designs: Possible Improvements 

Compared to electronic counters, our biological counters are in an early stage of 

development and have some distinct limitations. Our counters scale linearly instead of 

exponentially as is the case with digital electronic circuits that count in binary (S7). 

Counter designs which count in binary require the addition of bit reset and carry 

operations (S7). The DIC counter is amenable to being adapted with advanced digital 

designs due to the ability of SIMMs to maintain memory and invert in both orientations. 

Reset operations could be carried out by downstream promoters which drive the 

transition of inverted SIMMs back to their original orientations. Carry operations could 

be achieved by components that act in trans to affect DNA orientation, insertions, or 

deletions on many different SIMMs or DIC counters; these trans-based components may 

include bacteriophage integrases and excisionases (6) or transcriptional activators. Future 

development of biological counters with exponential scaling will greatly expand the 

potential applications of biological counters.  

 



 

 

An additional limitation of our counters is their inability to detect very high frequency 

inputs. Though there will invariably be upper limits to pulse frequencies that can be 

detected by counters, those limits may be improved by combining synthetic counters with 

pulse-generating circuits that can detect edge transitions with greater rapidity and/or with 

amplifiers that can enhance the magnitude of inputs. Pulse-generating circuits may also 

enable the RTC counter and the single-inducer DIC counter to record low-frequency 

events with greater fidelity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Supplementary Figure Captions 
 
 
Fig. S1. The RTC 2-Counter plasmid. Genes are denoted by arrows within the plasmid 

circle, promoters by arrows on the plasmid circle, transcriptional terminators by 

red rectangles, taRNA by a green rectangle, and origin by a blue rectangle.    

 

Fig. S2. The RTC 3-Counter plasmid. Genes are denoted by arrows within the plasmid 

circle, promoters by arrows on the plasmid circle, transcriptional terminators by 

red rectangles, taRNA by a green rectangle, and origin by a blue rectangle.    

 

Fig. S3. Spectrophotometer measurements of RTC 2-Counter and RTC 3-Counter 

fluorescence over time. (A) Spectrophotometer measurements show total 

population fluorescence of cells containing the RTC 2-Counter construct. 

Experimental conditions match exactly those used for Fig. 1B. (B) 

Spectrophotometer measurements of cells containing the RTC 3-Counter 

construct, with experimental conditions matching exactly those used for Fig. 1D.     

 

Fig. S4. A histogram of cell counts and fluorescence in RTC 3-Counter cells. Shown in 

red is a population of uninduced cells, in green cells that have been pulsed twice, 

and in blue cells that have been pulsed three times.   

 



 

 

Fig. S5. The RTC 3-Counter response to varying length pulses. The counter is induced by 

two sets of arabinose pulses, displayed as blue and red bars in the figure inset. 

With 20 minute intervals between all pulses, the first set (in blue) is induced for 

11 minutes, then 11 minutes again, then 22 minutes. The second set (in red) is 

induced by two 22 minute pulses. Experimental data, plotted as a mean 

fluorescence value for cell populations as measured by flow cytometry, is 

represented by circles. The blue and red lines are mathematical model predictions 

corresponding to the pulse patterns in the inset.  

 

Fig. S6. Model predictions of the fluorescence output of n-node RTC Counters in 

response to n, n-1, and n-2 arabinose pulses. (A) The numbers on the x-axis 

represent counters with n nodes, and for each counter we plot the fluorescence 

output due to n, n-1, and n-2 pulses. We use our best-fit parameter values in this 

figure, the same as those used for Fig. 2. (B) This is similar to Fig. S6A, except 

that GFP protein half-life has been reduced from 231 minutes to 8 minutes.    

 

Fig. S7. Abstract design of the Single Invertase Memory Modules (SIMMs) used in the 

DIC counters. The SIMMs are composed of opposing recombinase recognition 

sites (Rf and Rr) which contain between them an inverted promoter (Pinv), a 

synthetic ribosome-binding-sequence (RBS), a recombinase gene (rec), an ssrA-

based degradation tag, and a transcriptional terminator (Term). The SIMM 

maintains memory based on its DNA orientation, which can be inverted when the 

recombinase is expressed. 



 

 

 

Fig. S8. The single-inducer DIC 2-Counter plasmid. Genes are denoted by arrows within 

the plasmid circle, promoters by arrows on the plasmid circle, transcriptional 

terminators by red rectangles, ssrA-based degradation tags by brown rectangles, 

and recombinase recognition sites by rectangles of other colors.    

 

Fig. S9. The single-inducer DIC 3-Counter Plasmid. Genes are denoted by arrows within 

the plasmid circle, promoters by arrows on the plasmid circle, transcriptional 

terminators by red rectangles, ssrA-based degradation tags by brown rectangles, 

and recombinase recognition sites by rectangles of other colors.    

 

Fig. S10. The multiple-inducer DIC 3-Counter Plasmid. Genes are denoted by arrows 

within the plasmid circle, promoters by arrows on the plasmid circle, 

transcriptional terminators by red rectangles, ssrA-based degradation tags by 

brown rectangles, and recombinase recognition sites by rectangles of other colors.    

 

Fig. S11. The single-inducer DIC 2-Counter construct design and results. (A) The single-

inducer DIC 2-Counter is characterized by a single Single Invertase Memory 

Module (SIMM) with PBAD as the inducible upstream promoter and inducible 

inverted promoter within the SIMM. (B) Mean fluorescence of single-inducer 

DIC 2-Counter cell populations over time, measured by a flow cytometer, 

demonstrates a significant increase in GFP fluorescence after exposure to two 

pulses of arabinose. (C) Mean fluorescence of single-inducer DIC 2-Counter cell 



 

 

populations over time, measured by a flow cytometer, demonstrates that cells 

grown with no inducer for 9 hours followed by a single pulse of arabinose lasting 

7 hours did not show significant GFP expression. Mean fluorescence was 

normalized against the maximum fluorescence for cells obtained in Figs. S11B 

and S11C in order to allow comparison between the two plots. 

 

Fig. S12. Flow cytometry population data for the single-inducer DIC 3-Counter exposed 

to zero, one, two, or three pulses of arabinose. Each arabinose pulse was 8 hours 

long and spaced by 9 hours of no arabinose exposure. The data demonstrate that 

there is no leakage with one pulse (“Ara” in the legend), a small degree of leakage 

with two pulses (“Ara => Ara” in the legend), and a large degree of activation 

after three pulses (“Ara => Ara => Ara” in the legend). 

 

Fig. S13. Switching times for each SIMM stage in the multiple-inducer DIC 3-Counter 

were examined by varying the length of exposure to either anhydrotetracycline or 

arabinose while holding all other inputs constant (aTc followed by Ara followed 

by IPTG). When not being varied, aTc and Ara pulses were 18 hours in duration 

and IPTG pulses were 12 hours in duration. The last input to the multiple-inducer 

DIC 3-Counter, IPTG, does not drive an invertase stage and directly induces the 

transcriptional GFP output of the system. (A) The first SIMM stage responds to 

aTc within 6 hours of exposure. Very long aTc exposure times did not result in 

increased GFP fluorescence. (B) The second SIMM stage begins to respond to 



 

 

Ara within 9 hours of exposure. Very long arabinose exposure times did not result 

in increased GFP fluorescence. 

 

SOM Tables  
 
 
Table S1. A summary of chemical species represented in the RTC Counter model and 

their notations.    
 
Notation Chemical species 
taRNA trans-activator 
mT7cr cis-repressed T7 RNA polymerase mRNA 
mT7 T7 RNA polymerase mRNA 
pT7 T7 RNA polymerase protein 
mGFPcr cis-repressed GFP mRNA 
mGFP GFP mRNA 
pGFP GFP protein 
mT3cr cis-repressed T3 RNA polymerase mRNA 

mT3 T3 RNA polymerase mRNA 
pT3 T3 RNA polymerase protein 
ara Arabinose 
 
 
Table S2. A list of all parameter values used in the RTC Counter models. 
 

k_ara* 0.0571 d_pT7 0.0056 km7 3.0455 

s0_taRNA 0.0008 s_pGFPk 0.9923 k_pT3 3.006 

d_taRNA 0.1177 d_pGFP 0.003 s0_mT3cr 0.0003 

s0_mT7cr 0.0252 dAra 0.1201 d_mT3 0.0701 

d_mT7 0.0706 s0_pT7 0.0003 s0_pT3 0 

k_pT7 3.8009 s0_pGFP 0.1007 s_pT3k 0.0115 



 

 

s0_mGFPcr 0.0123 sT 0.8467 d_pT3 0.0069 

d_mGFP 0.07 cAra* 0.0003 n3 0.8892 

s_pT7k 0.0766 n7 2.602 km3 7.9075 
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Figure S10
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tissue-specific membrane trafficking pathway

for GLUT4. Specifically, CHC22 copurifies

with proteins important for sorting GLUT4

out of endosomes or the trans-Golgi network

and into storage vesicles in human muscle

cells. CHC22 colocalizes with GLUT4 in

these vesicles, and its depletion results in the

apparent loss of these vesicles. Conversely,

expression of the human gene encoding

CHC22 in mice resulted in abnormal glucose

homeostasis. The number of GLUT4 storage

vesicles appears to be increased. GLUT4 was

poorly mobilized by insulin, as seen in

humans with type 2 diabetes (see the figure).

The findings by Vassilopoulos et al.

highlight the possibility that altered vesicle

trafficking may contribute to diabetes

pathophysiology, independent of impaired

insulin signaling (8). CHC22-coated storage

vesicles harboring GLUT4 may not be tar-

geted by the insulin signal. In cultured

adipocytes, for example, only about two-

thirds of GLUT4 storage vesicles are

translocated by maximal insulin stimulation

(5, 9). Why is the remainder of this pool

inaccessible? Is the fraction of GLUT4 that

can be translocated reduced in diabetes?

Alternatively, GLUT4 may accumulate

within storage vesicles because of deficient

insulin signaling. Yet in the mice engineered

to express human CHC22, activation of Akt,

an enzyme that functions in one signaling

pathway that affects GLUT4 translocation,

was increased. Other signaling pathways

have been implicated in both GLUT4

translocation and diabetes pathophysiology,

and these may be important to mobilize vesi-

cles formed by CHC22 (10–12).

Muscle contraction causes translocation of

GLUT4 to enhance glucose uptake, similar to

insulin, and it will be interesting to learn if the

vesicles that are mobilized also have CHC22

coats. CHC22 appears to participate in traf-

ficking GLUT4 storage vesicles in adipose

tissue as well as in muscle. An interesting pos-

sibility is that GLUT4 storage vesicles shed

their clathrin coats in response to insulin.

Finally, it will be important to learn if obesity

alters the abundance of CHC22 or of associ-

ated proteins, in either muscle or adipose tis-

sue, to curtail insulin action.

Most studies on GLUT4 trafficking have

used rodent models, in which CHC17 forms

the GLUT4 storage vesicles (13, 14), so it’s

not clear how CHC22 functions differently.

For example, why does the diabetes-like phe-

notype of mice that express CHC22 become

apparent with age; would a high-fat diet exac-

erbate the defect? A detailed analysis of the

metabolic phenotype in these mice, possibly

by infusions of insulin and a glucose tracer,

should provide some answers. 

The work of Vassilopoulos et al. highlights

the differences between humans and mice

by providing the first molecular identification

of human-specific GLUT4 sorting. The exact

role CHC22 may play in human diabetes

remains uncertain. However, this work re-

minds investigators studying diabetes patho-

genesis that it is important to think outside

the vesicle.
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N
atural biological systems have evol-

ved genetic programs that control

complex activities through the coordi-

nated processing of signals received from

their environments. The engineering of syn-

thetic biological systems to perform pro-

grammed information processing and compu-

tational functions has remained a challenge.

Counters represent one class of information-

processing systems and can be used to trigger

events in response to a series of detected sig-

nals that are integrated and processed over

time. Engineered biological counters would

enable many applications, such as regulating

cell death after a specified number of cell divi-

sion cycles, controlling cell differentiation in

response to temporal cues, noninvasive moni-

toring of aging, and recording the frequency

of environmental events. On page 1199 in this

issue, Friedland et al. (1) report an important

step toward the construction of genetically

encoded counters.

Counters can be assembled from a variety

of simpler functions, such as signal detection

and processing (the ability to respond to an

input signal), time delay (the ability to inte-

grate signals and trigger events after a delay

from the initial detection event), and memory

(the ability to remember and track earlier

detection events). Genetic circuits that encode

these basic operations have been demon-

strated, including systems that use both pro-

tein-based transcriptional regulators (2–4)

and RNA-based posttranscriptional regulators

(5–7). For example, time delays have been

encoded in cascades of transcription (the pro-

duction of RNA from corresponding DNA)

that trigger the production (or repression) of a

protein (via translation of the corresponding

RNA) upon the detection of an initial signal.

This event subsequently activates the produc-

tion (or repression) of the next protein. A lin-

ear sequence of such events, in the form of

repeating modules, can be designed in which

the last module triggers the production of the

desired protein output (8, 9). 

Transcriptional cascades introduce delays

in triggering the final protein output through

the latency associated with expressing each

intermediate protein in the series. Such

cascading systems exhibit other properties

including signal amplification, signal filter-

ing, sensitivity to detecting the signal, and

modulation of variation across cell popula-

tions (8). Other genetic mechanisms for intro-

ducing time delays in protein production are

based on increasing the time associated with

RNA processing steps (10). 

Memory has been encoded in genetic cir-

cuits by means of feedback loops that lock a

system in one state following a signal that sets

that state. For example, a circuit based on the

incorporation of two mutually inhibitory tran-

A simple genetic circuit that counts molecular

events may be further developed to program

complex cell behaviors.
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scriptional negative-feedback loops acted as a

genetic toggle switch, in which transient input

signals moved the system between two states

(11). Each state was associated with the pro-

duction of a protein that inhibited the system

from moving into the other state unless the

appropriate input signal was applied. In a dif-

ferent memory circuit, based on an autoregu-

latory transcriptional positive-feedback loop

(12), a transient input signal triggered the pro-

duction of a protein that subsequently acti-

vated its own production, such that the system

remained in the activated state after removal

of the signal. 

Early attempts to build heritable memory

systems that do not require the sustained pro-

duction of proteins were based on enzymatic

mechanisms that allow the system state to be

written directly into the structure of DNA (13).

To date, these systems have been developed

with recombinases, enzymes that can invert,

insert, or remove specified DNA sequences

and thus dynamically rewrite genetic pro-

grams in response to specified signals. For

example, a genetic circuit based on two over-

lapping inversion systems encoded multiple

output states depending on the order in which

recombinases processed the DNA (14).

Friedland et al. take important steps to

build biological counters by integrating these

functional operations. The authors propose

two different circuit architectures for encod-

ing counters that trigger the expression of a

desired protein following the processing of

two or three input signal pulses. Each counter

combines a time-delay operation (triggered by

the initial detection event—setting the “1”

state) with conditional regulation linked to the

immediate detection of subsequent signals

(allowing the counting of additional detection

events “2” and “3”). In one system, the time

delay is encoded through a transcriptional

cascade operation. Conditional regulation is

achieved through an RNA molecule that is

expressed only when the input signal is pres-

ent. The expression of this RNA is under the

control of a protein-based transcriptional reg-

ulator and is required for the expression of the

protein output from the transcriptional cas-

cade modules. Because of the delay associ-

ated with protein accumulation from each

transcription module and difference in decay

rates between the protein and RNA compo-

nents, the RNA regulator decays before a suf-

ficient amount of the protein output from the

previous module has accumulated to trigger

activation of the next module. This resets the

conditional regulation operation and allows

counting of input pulses (see the figure).

In their second system, the time-delay

operation is encoded within a heritable mem-

ory cascade. Each memory module encodes a

protein that flips a segment of DNA within

that module to turn off its own expression and

primes the next module to be activated by the

input signal by correctly orienting a protein-

based transcriptional regulatory element. The

time required for each memory module to

prime the next module is longer than the

signal pulse length such that counting is

achieved. By incorporating memory modules,

this second architecture allows signals to be

integrated over longer time frames, as the

priming of the module is “hard-coded” into

the DNA. In addition, this architecture could

allow identical or different input signals to be

counted via the choice of each module’s con-

ditional regulatory element. 

Friedland et al. provide examples from

which to build more sophisticated counters.

An important next step will be to develop cir-

cuits that can report on intermediate states, in

addition to the final state. Another critical

counter property will require the development

of circuits that allow counters to distinguish

between continuous and transient signals.

Given the broad applications of counters that

operate inside living cells, the continued

development of next-generation genetically

encoded counters will be of critical impor-

tance to synthetic biology (15).
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Molecule X Biosensor

Bacteria engineered to:

Detect and degrade X

Count molecule Y, which 

is linked to cell division

1st input event 

required

2nd input event 

required

TX M #1

Protein 1

TL M #1 TX M #2 TL M #2

Protein 2

Counting scenario 

Counter

One input is counted

when Protein 1 is made

Two inputs are counted

when Protein 2 is made

Cell death

occurs after

counting a certain

number of Y

Molecule X

degraded

Why count, and how? (Top) In the hypothetical counting scenario shown, bacteria can be engineered to
sense molecule X and degrade it (such as in bioremediation). At the same time, as a safety mechanism, the
bacteria are engineered to count molecule Y, which is associated with cell division. After counting a certain
number of molecule Y, the bacteria execute a cell death function. (Bottom) An example of a simple genetic
counter that counts up to two, based on a conditional transcriptional cascade. The cascade includes transcrip-
tion modules (TX M) and translation modules (TL M).
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